The Knights of the Round Table hypothesis of tumour suppressor gene function--noble sacrifice or sexual dalliance: genes, including p53, BRCA1/2 and RB have evolved by horizontal and vertical transmission of mating factor genes and are involved in gametogenesis, implantation, development and tumourigenesis.
The genes involved in negative cell cycle regulation and familial tumour susceptibility including APC, BRCA, p53, RB, WT1 are unique and have no homologies with other genes. Our hypothesis suggests they originated from mating factor genes, which halted cell division in response to stress to generate genetic diversity by sexual mechanisms. Some have evolved principally by vertical transmission (mismatch repair), others by horizontal transmission via mobile elements, predominantly in oocytes. We demonstrate amplification in human extra-embryonic tissues in fetus and mother in implantation; in the developing fetus, differing tissue-specific patterns are seen, especially between testis and ovary. We suggest that the fetus is susceptible to maternal transmission of infections including CMV, malaria, trypanosomes, whose sequences occur within these genes. In head and neck cancers, we demonstrate specific patterns of loss or instability involving up to seven different TSG. We suggest mechanisms of tumourigenesis involve transposable elements and episome formation, leading to loss of negative cell cycle regulation and exit from G0.